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library media'specialitt and the fundamental components of a training

program for school library media specialitts. (JD)
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Ameridan education has been deficl°4tiikdH-At Severely problem

stricken in, The NiAtion at Risk A0;t0614 At numerous other

studies. The various studies appr6A0 t; :se prObleMS. froM

different perspectives and use a wide variety of indicatort

as evidence of serious problems. -Asa result, the 4Alutions

that are recommended _Are also varied. Howevsti. 'the

consensus appears to be clear that for thiti country to

continuei-,fo progrest and maintain a competitive position in

the global village, .tignificant improvements must be

achieved in the educational -enterprise.

Amerida has historicadly expected a great deal of its

educational institutions. Every ,new societal problem becomes

a new challenge to at least be partially Solved by some

addition to the educational mission. In spit* of these

great and ever growing expectations, the level of resource

allocatiOns and-the priority and status given to education

in thit society do not by any Means 'parallel the

expectationt. It is'very interesting in thit light to see

that the 1982 Gallup Poll referred to in the Nation at'Bisk

Suggests' that people current* view education as the major,

foundation for the future. This national opinion poll

indicated that education is considered "more important= than

developing the best industrial system or the strongest
.

military force," that "public education should be the top

priority for additional Federal funds" and that -education

tank first place of the twelve funding categories covered in



the survey (National Commission on Excellence, 1983, p;16-

17)

The Nation 21 Ri2k very appropriately urges the creation
c

of a "Learning Society" as an effeotiVe approach to producing

individualS Who will be able to function and compete

effectively in an_information age: For this to occur, the

concentration cannot be restricted only to the basic skills

but must focus onrhigher order intellectual skills, for

example: ;analytical, evaluative inferential, interpretive

and problem solVing'Skillsi "which are necessary to achieve

at the levels of sophittitation required in the present And

future societies.

It is a disappointment to see that in spite of the

emphasis 'on learning and the deveopment of the higher order

skills necessary to function and achieve in an information

society; so little attention is devoted, in Thg Ugtion et

Rjsk to the units and organizations that 'specifically deal

1

With inforation resource* And the facilitation. of 'the

learning of the information seeking and utiliiation skilli

alluded to throughout the report.- It is discouraging that,

though a behavidr pattern of life-long learning it ,demanded

in the report, one of the institutions most associated with

and inherently dedicated to nourishing independent and life"

long learning, namely libraries, is hardly mentioned in the

report. This omission represents one of the major problems

faced by ;school and all kinds of libraries' to attempting to,



perform their educational function. The role of 'library.

media programs. and their potential for significantly

contributing to the solution of inforMatiOn problems must be

perceived clearly by clients or their potential Will hot be

realized and CithCiWg will have to perforM the critical

information intermedia69 function.

The objective in this paper At to at the problems

And prospects of SchoOI library Media programs in

contributing to the fostering of liffi-long_ learning and

the development of the information seeking and utilization

. skills critical for succeeding in this complex and rapidly

changing worlrL " The particular fOtus in this paperi in

contrast to the other paperse is the role of library Media

programs in the schools' and their potential for contributing

to the significant improvement being demanded of the schools

and all educational institutions in this society.

INFORMATION-AND EDUCATION

The Office of Technology Assessment of the U.S. Congress

(t982) in its Study of the impact Of information technology

on American educatiOn described the information revolution

as follows:

Modern society is undergoing profound technological

and_social changes brOught about by what has been
called the information revoldtion. This revolution

is characterized by explosive deVelopments in
electronic_ technologies and by their. integration into

complex information systems that Span the globe. the

impacts of thit revolution affect individuals,
institutions and governmentsaItering what they do,
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how they_do it, and' they relate to one another; -

If individuals_areto thrive economically and socially

in.a world that will 00 shaped, to a iarge degreei,_

by these technological developments they Must.adapt

through educatiOn And training; (pi 3)

This:report-also Oreseve two important basic cenclusions

revarding oducati On 4

The so- called' inf2rmali2n rev2 tient_driven
byrapid,adVances communication and Computer

technology, e ,Orefoundly affecting American
,education; It i4 Changing_ thenature of what needs

tei be learned, who needS,to_learn it, who will

'provide it, and how it Will be provided and paid-for.

2. InfOrmation technology can potentially improve

And enrich_ thuveducational_services_thit_traditioneI
educational institutions provide, distribute_ education

and training into new environments such as_the home

and office, reach new_clientssuchas handicapped` or
homebound perSon*, and teach job7related skill* in

the use 'of technology.__(Office of Technology
Assessment, 1982, p. iii)

This same Study. also Concluded that the impact of the

information revolution is affecting all institutions but

"particularly those such as public schools and libraries

that traditionally have borne: the major responsibility for

providing education and other public information -services"

(Office of` Technology Assessment, 1982, p. 4).

The knowledge end'skills required to survive and succeed

in the technologioally and stress-oriented society and world

We presently live in are quite different from those required

in let* complex times. The development of higher level

thinking Skills is clearly not achieVed by,concentrating on

a rather liMited view of basic skills and on drill 'and

practice; Both teaching and testing have to concentrate on



higher leve/c'skills as weIl.as on the more basic skills.

Sorry to say, this is currently not the casein many

situations. As with the learning of the writing process,

the learning of informatioh Seeking and utilization skill-%

and the fostering of higher l;V*1 intellectual skills is

only accomplished through the repeated use and evaluation of

these .skills in an adequate information laboratory. These

kinds of skills an not developed and nourished in a passive

lecture/reitation mode. The active and constant
_

opportunity for the application and pil.actice of these skills

in an information rich environment With knowlegeable and

accessible assistance is a necessity for success. Learners
%

must have full and unencumbered intellectual and physical

'access to amide range of quality Materials and information

In additicin;services to Attain this level of achievement.

we need to nourish the development Of an attitude of

excitement regarding ideas and an attitude of ease and
a

coMpetence in interacting with the information sources and

services that provide meccas to these ideas.

REALISM AND INFORMATION USE. AND USERS

The challenge to teach higher Order cognitive and problem

solving more effactively.cannot be responded to

successfully with a'naive view of information use and users.

rn overly simplistic view of the information world and
';

inVormation use has dictated our past approaches to the



provision of library and- information serylcai an the

teaching of information seeking The advent of

'computerited. data bases and Searching his forced U4

to evaluate our_ understanding of iiiftli-Mation tasking.

behavior and some of What me havelearned challenges our
0

peeviOus Perspectives; At thitilpoint, a more realistic and

knowledgeable approach to the provision of -information

services to Children and youth is mandated;

",preaching" the'Wonders and benefitt of using

libraries; in the traditional manner and exhorting` users to

reforM when nothing in the last =twenty five years gives us'

any encouragement that they can or Will seems to be a futile

and nonproductive swamies.' From our 'Jetted understanding

gained relatively -recently of adu4t information use

behavior, serious Consideration should bt,1 given to a number

of faidtbes =which appear to be fundamentatl: printiplet

regarding information use It cannot tie asserted it thit

time that these princ4plesi described in the 'following

paragraphic, have been clearly documental in terms of their.

Applicability to children and youth:. Many : would feel

hoWoVer that these ide44-haVe at lealit face validity and

there seems to be at least some empirical support in the

research literature for some of these ideas (Mancall &

Drott, 1979);

Proximitk

As common sense would tend_ t- indicate, there is a very



solid relationship between proximity and ute.' This probably
_0-

expIa =s whie.hoMe-librarie*plaY a more important role than

. , ., ' .-- t-t=- ._ _ -)

was originally aisumed. :Evidently, the greater the distance
,. , .

,

either physic/ally or psychologically, the less likely it is j

that.a resource will be Used Whether it is a'library or any
V.
ir

other kind of resource.
i .

tdtaidArAtini cif ffi std Etittx

The time and energy required:to find.and use 'information

in iftSerioue consideration for most; people and it appears

that let* pertinent or adequate infOreation Is frequently

preferable to the expenditure of more time and ifforttp get

more and /or better information to satisfy A need. Obviously

thisconsideration Is relative'to.a given indiVidual and a

particular situation. In terms of expenditure of time and

efforts there doe4 seem to be a.seriOUS discrepancy between

what library media specialists ,;and most library and

informatin Profossibnaii feel is; reasonable and what

clients feel' is reasOnable.-

Emma Qf Infsarmatien Etidid

'USers evidently have a cOntiderably differen& tiertaiption

of hoW,, Much information is 'eta*OnabW to tatitfy

particular need .than'irformation prOfessionals. It appears

that individual* have a. certain `sense Of What A reaionable

and that is diffictilt for infor6lation Professionals to

Change; One -of the most ineititful analyues of these '

partittilar issues was done by Patrick Wilton t10773, :^Whith



he refer, to as the "iimits of "information gathering." in

'doing an.analysii of an inglividtialvs available time, it is

apparent according to;Wilson that the=time fee information

. -

'Pathipring and use is limited and .that, there are-a number Of'

competing factors., The consideration of time 'needi to baJ

considered from the Standpoint of being a Valuable-commodity

and not NfreeT'as we 'seem to consider it particularly' when

It comes *to children and yOutt4

Pt2f2r2DR2 E2C,Ettl:W.A.1 411WWWIEX

Nemirow-6 studies indicate that When;confronted with ap

information, prOblemi: many' individuals' first p ference.is

to consult Another person who they know And per- ive to ''be

knowlegeabIe -and Who. will assist them, (I) in refining this'

question, ,(23 in Screening or presifting the information

alternatives, and .(3) in some cast* in . providing the

answer. This= strong preference for -personal assistancie At

least in.-the early stages of an inforMatiOn needs to:

be taken- Into accaunt:'When planning and dovelnping library

and information services.

It would Seem that a more productive approach to planning

and developing library med*a progams that hive groater.

prospects, Of being' successful in Meeting '_the needs_ of

students and teacher* :wbuld be based on a tvalistic

,understanding of user behavior. We need td test the

validity of a numbly' of the* ideas that have ctimeSut of

_

the analysis of adult Information tetking.behavior in terms



of their applicability to.,.children and youth. It is

strongly ,suspected 'that many of the behavior patterns
1V,

presently recognized_ in adult informationseekinw behavidii -=

_might very well aIso:Apply to students at different leveIsi

In addition. to trying 'to understand. the informati9n

behavior of youthi. it- is also critical toc. recognize 'the-
,.

information .needS of teachers in reelistic manner.

A'
6_

Teachers 'probably NOVO a 4i-eater diVersity. of information .

-
needs than most other categories. of users bUt yet have fewer_-

serious a :end sophisticated efforts being made to provide ,

them with realistic and effective Assistance. Thisis true'

at ihe. school level in spite of the'valiant,efforts of some/

library media specialists but generally also in 'terms Of '

tdistrtct autrVices and commercially available services 4__).
-74

Wow many sophisticated current awareness ser9icei exist

411S,

for, teachers in the varienis subject areas arkr grid* levels?

What proportion of teachers have available to them .in
4 , t

convenient And= realistic -Ways;., on-line searching of

. - -
appropriate ; data test* and"infc;rmation intermediariee

7

. z.f
.

-
prepared/ and Wiliing.to provide searching and synthesizird- .

..
.

eereites? What- Kind of awareness and Skills ..do teachers,

. have inlet-Cm-ming the:informatio world?., FroM all available

,
% ..

.ev,idence, the, assessment points to an incredibly .loW,level.' \

..- ,

Of both awaiqmeetrind Okilly. .It is true that there ire

noteworthy exceptions in'terms...ofboth the level of service

proyided teachers in ?so** districtS and the level ofand

9



awareness and skill Alblted by some :tr4acher.s. However,

these cases are definitely, in the minority.

Is it possible that (II our 'failure to reach a larger

proportion of our potentia population and (2), the

apparent ineffectiveness pf Our public relations and

instruction in the past, could be largely -due to the

unrealistic expectaions' ef,users or at least due to the

lack Of Understanding of infOration seeking behavicir? Can

we afford to ignore the possibilities here?

WHAT ROLE FOR SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA PROGRAMS?

It doesn't take much= of tiperusal of the literature. to

discoiitor a diverse and rather confuted _panoply, of

perceptions of the roles and functions of school library

media progamt. This confusion and total lack of consensus

Ot'oatesa serious problem in attemptingtodevelOp programa.

. _ .

The quest fon at th is 'point is what role .1i-ilea-tam-if and

" ht fiinetions need to be performed by library media

programs considering the view of the information world and
4

the requitite learning needs .described previously. The

particular problems and issues that arise in trying to

develop And sustain whet is needed will be dealt with in the

next section f the Paper.
.

-"The of or concepti'of.piative cultUre repositoriet.-r

-:centers for the development of an enjoyment and appreciatiOn

for reading good books while identifying. very important

functiont, do 1;6t appear to bt actively responsive to the







entire range of needs identified as crucial for survival and-

achievement in an extremely complex, information abundan.

and rapidly changing world,

The level of"expectation teat is satisfied with a nice

and genteel but fairly superfluous resource is no longer

relevant or appropriate: The value and utility of

_ .

_

information of all kinds has become much more visible and

appreciated and it Appears that AnAlxpectation of a more

active and a broader approach to providing Information

services is develOping. It would teeM that if' we are

serious about the learning needs of children in our society,

a quantum leap is hot only required.of what we expect of

educational ajencims generally' but also in terms of What we

expect. Of the sophistication and Contribution-of-such a key

ingredient as the information interMediary and information

laboratori. The development of higher leVel, intellectual

and problem taolving skilis can only be developed in an

environment where they, can be repeatedly applied and tested

throughout the learner's sCh001 experience. The cuMitlative

effe0t, of many of these kind% Of experiences is what Idede

to the' development, of a'self=diredted learner able and

motivated fOr,lifelong ThIS ind of informatiOn-

learning laboratory requires a level of sophistication and

responsiveness far beyond the current service level of

"materials availability" combined with the possiblity of

ittiMietlimited assistance,

13



A great deal of progress has been made in the past decade

in providing organized and carefuIly,selected colledtions.

The various federal programs that followed the launching'of

Sputnick in 1957 provided some of the funds and the

stimulation that led to the rapid growth in the Se's and

.70't. However, this did not result in

library media center in every school or the

well-=StOcked

kind of staffing

that could provide the services' required to serve the needs

even as they were defitied'during those timet. Of f-course the

80's-have seen a decline in staff and concerti-Oh bUdgets as

well as buying power due to declining enrollments, inflation

and Propotition 13-Iike tax limitations. As a result, we

have been losing ground at a time when we need to expand and

refine the kinds of Services we provide to meet the new and

expanding learning needs of an information society.

What then is the role of school library,media programs in

fostering the development of young people who are capable,

uninhibited, willing aria yearning to deal with the ideas,

:aspirations and problems of humankind? Our philosophy has.

always included the goal of nurturing' a lifelong

inquisitiveness and a comfortableness both-with ideas and

the variety of media that present theta ideaS. We believe

that knowledge; understanding, appreciation and skills in

the critical 'and discerning use

different- forms are fundamental to

well as to effective functioning in

12

of information in its

a democratic society as

an information world. A



much greater emphAisit however needs to be placed on.

developing an analytical posture toward ideas and the

Capability of critically evaluating information from

different perspettives. It is also important for students to

develop an interest and positive attitude toward the

vehicles that express ideas if a lifelong positive

relationship with ideas and information is to be achieved.:

The independence of mind that come* With a personal, free

and independent interaction with ideas alike kindles the

kinds of appreciations and understandings that permit the/

enjoyment of the subtleties of life and the aesthetic

aspects of our world.

It is critical at this time 'to have a. clear and

comprehensive concept of how school library media programs

-blend into this scene; The abstract and ambiguous

conception% of the past will not be sufficient. The

conception of the function and services of a school library

media ,program that will be used in this discussion was

developed by the writer Over a period of years as a critical

part of the development of a systematic planning and

.evaluation process for school library media programs

(Liesener, 1976). It was discovered early in this work that

the conceptualizations and definitions of school library

media programs were very inadequate when it came to trying

to apply more systematic and rigorous approaches to the

plAnningandevaluation.4 of prograMS. Inorder to be able to

13
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analyze programs moreocatrefully it was necessary to develop

a more comprehensive and cohesive definition. This approach

attempts to define ft A user's perspective the function

and services of tc4001 library media programs As

comprehensively at possible. This definition is used to

illuttrate the role of the school library 1tedia program in

developing the kinds of learners required in our striving

for excellence.

The primary function performed by the school library

media specialist or program can he viewed as a mediation

fundtion. From this perspectives the specialist plays

the role of an intermediary between the incredibly complex'

and rapidly expending information world and the client. In

this sense; the library media specialist is different

than a libraiftian or information spec1alist in any other

environment. It is the particular environment and the

particular needt of the clients served that provides the

special focut. Obviouslyi the environment in this case is

the school And the clients are the studentst teathersi

school stiff andi at times, parents

The concept of intermediary implies that some assistance

is frequently required for clientt or users to effectively

and efficiently interact with the information world.

The term information.it used here in its broadest sense to

'include all representationt of'ideati kncluding the arts,

and in any media format. Assistance is used to indicate

14



anything from a little help to higher level services Such AS

formal instructions assessing and interpreting infOrmatiOn

needs, stimulating interest, and actually providing the

informaiion in some cases.

The information revolution has provided US with an almost

unbelievable array of information options. This information

world is incredibly large and complex and in spite of the

advances in information technOlogy and the much greater

potential access this provides uS, the need for an

.intermediary to assist in achieving effective access to this

information world has become more apparent. Even though the

microcomputer technology particularly has made direct access

possible to considerabIe quantities of information for many

users, the need for an intermediary is still vital for most

user* and at times probably for all users.-

The School library media specialikt performs thiS

intermediary function for the purpose of facilitating the

achievement of learning and. instructional Objectives. Thit

intermediary function is performed in, quite a number of

different ways. In order to be able to grasp and deal with

the whole range of services provided by School library media

Prografts these services were clustered into five major

service categori** (Access,, Reference, Production,

Instruction and Consulting) which are described-below.

OGS214.2

The provision of agggis to Materials, equipment (for

15



example; audiciVitUal equipment)c and space :it the

traditional area Of strength and most clearly perdeiVed

group of services provided by school library media programs

and libraries in general. It involves providing

intellectual and physical access to the whole range of print

and non-print media. Thit also involves providing access to

equipment as well as the procedures and facilities for the

use of both miterials;and e4uipment, The provision Of

access to Materials that are -not\ in the particular

collection of'a specific school library medte center but'are

provided through various interlibrary loan or 'netWoring

arrangements is.' also included. The provision of Addams

would alto include such considerations as copying

facilitiett making arrangements for special collections

either in the media center nor in the Classroomi etc.

Currently the greatest areas of expansion are in the area of

provision of access to computers and computer softWare and

services for learners with'speci'al needs. In a n6mbier of

case* computer facilities are being added to school library

media programs and the library media specialists are

becoming the computer coordinators for the sch001;

These "services not only provide the basic information

laboratory for both teacher and library Media specialist

initiated instructional activities but also and possibly

more 'importantly; 'provide an encouragement and hospitality

for learner initiated and directed activities which extend

16
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well beyond curricular int-et-Mitt and needs; Considerable

strides have been made for Some adult populations in

providing much greater intellectual access as well as

physical access in many areas through computerized Searching

and resource sharing via networking; However, in the,

majority of cases these advances have,as yet to reach young

learners. The problems related to providing the,level of

service needed here, as well as in the, other service

, categories, will be' treated in the next section of the

paper.

Bettnogi gt Irdsrmeti26 EttAGIS

This service category involve* two types of service; the.

provision of A Collection of reference materials for self

use' and the provision of various kinds of personal

assistance to the Client in identifying, Seeking or

interpreting information. This assistance could include:

simply helping and identifying where something is in the

collection of the school library media center; identifying

materials not in the collection but possibly' available

elsewhere; providing various alerting or current awareness

Services regarding information on materials or information

that clients may not bee' aware of but which may be of value .

once they Are conscious of them; providing various kinds of

bibliographie* and pathfinders to assist users'in becoming

aware of and locating various kinds of sources; as well as

the actual answering of questions which coUld vary- from

17



simple to.extreMely complex kinds o# questions.

Very typically the emphasis has been on. the lower level
,

services of providing a referonee collection and some

identificaticin And location assistance; More emphasis has

typically been placid cn reference services at the secondary

level with a heavier emphasis placed on instruction at the

elementary level.

The ,provision of on-line searching of.appropriate. ata.
_ .

base* for staff, and in rare instances for students, .is

available 'in some diStriOs and ,this will certainly

increase. The provision of Various computerized 'services,

the development of _more data bases appropriate 'for and

accessible to children, and the production of various

helping tool*. to assist clienti-in-analyzing queStions and

designing search strategies are the activitiityin this

service area that demand immediate attention. piny.

advance in.the development of sophisticated problem solving

and information utilization skills will require significanto

improvement' ire the level of services in this area The

issue of information services for children and youth needs

to receive the level of attentiongiven to these Services in

the health fields for example, whithh has been i leader in

the chiwolopment of high level information- services. The

current approaches to providing rifferonee and information,

services ,have. not generally been designed on the basis of

the understanding of user behavior discuSted earlier.

20
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Therefore, a significant improvemant pi this area will

require some attitudinal changes as well as technical

changes.

PCOM2ii2D

Prdduction, servicet involve providing materialist

equipment and assistance to teachers, students and staff for

producing or adapting various kinds of print but

Particularly non -print media. In some cases the production

is actually 'performed for the client but this is normally

done only for teachers or School staff and in areas where

special equipment or expertisor is required. Production can

involve. anything from making a.transparency to producing a

television program. These services are provided not only to

help make instruction more effective but also to stimulate

and facilitate the creative abilitiet and basic skillt of

students Jo effectively communicating their ideas. It Will

be interesting to see if this function extends in the future

into the area of production and adaptatien of computer

I

) software.

Initrm2Iim

Services in this category involve both 'formal and

inforMal lnstrpctional_- activities 4s well as reading,

Nviewing and listening guidance activitet. Actiyities can

van from Providing various speci,fically designed self-,

instructional materials to assist.cIients in finding and

using information, to providing formal instruction programs

19
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O

for both teacher* and students in the use of various

information resources and informatiOn access tools, as well.

as to providing access and iniruction in the use of

the newer information technology such as microcompters.

This area also normelly involves a great deal of informal

instruction for both teacher* and students specifically

related to particular problems or question* and also

involves a variety, of guidance activities aimed at

Stimulating or motivating;interest in reading, .iewing,-and
r

lisiening. Greatest emphasis has been placed in many cases

on the lower level information locating skills; significant
0

improvement is needed inorder to deYelo;, the strategies and

Processes' necessary to focus more attention on the .iigher

level intellectual skills. A continuing serious problem is

the difficiAlty of integrating the instruction and

application of information seeking and utilization skills

into thivvarious instructional areas.-

This group of services involves the library media

_ _

specialitt consulting with teachers regarding the use

various services and ithe design of instruction With

appropriate. attention to information utilization Skills.

This also includes contributing to the curricular and

instructional planning efforts at various levels AnCludini;

the district level. Consulting with Studerits Would be

considered under either t---eference or instruction :depending

2e -2 2



4

on the type `of ACtiVity;;

Cons6Itingservicet focias on the activities of th School

library media specialist With individuals as well ss groups

of teachers- This, area inCliides;the work of ths school'

library media specialist in providing suggestions and

_

information for instructional. p;anning to individual

teachers as v;eIl AS tha cooperative planning of various

knstructional kinds of Activities, some of which are

conducted by the teacher and some:by the' media

The level of Service may vary from the simple 54ggestion of

a few resourdel to be used in a particular Unit to the

actual participation in the design And evaluation Of Various

instructional- strategies.. This category may also involve .

assisting and performing the function of a clearinghouSe in

terms of providing information. about and sample copies of

:various instructional materials which are bilng considered

for, use in an instructional areai In Soma- cases, the

/4-

coordination of the selection and evaluation of , all

instructional materialla is also a function Of the school

library Media program in addition to performing the same

selection and ovaiuition function for tt1 library media

center co/lection.'

21
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BARRIERS OR CHALLENGES?

There should be no doubt regarding the nerd for active

And expanded library media programs in schools to provide

the kivld' of intellectual and physical acqese to' ideas and

information so necessary for the development of the kinds of

higher level skills being demanded. The term program here

'refers to a library medic program eapablt of per forming the

'important =intermediary function. as ;well as providing

in Service* and en information learning laboratory

at a ve0y high leVel of sophistiqatiOn. TO presume that

excellence; or for that matter even minimal survival can be

achieved in an increasingly complex and competitive

informailon world with horse and buggy information systems

and service* is absurd. If we are really ,serious abOut

pevelop rig highly capable and coMpetitive adults we must

begin by developing thw requisite skills and application

opportunities at the elementary _level and continue

facilitating, the maturation.of these skills. Lifelong

learning is not simply a catchword but A concept referring

to a constantlY\09olving set of skill* and understandings

_

necessary for Adffective,pa rticipation in society and the

- _
achiavometit of a full life. This challenge demands serious

attention and significant and continued commitment of

resources( if ota are to succeed in

our edUcational effectiveness

If we Cr to tiding to didke any substantial progress

substantially improving
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toward our goal we must take a realistic view of the

obstAcles in the road Ahead. The literature includes, an

assortment of. perspective% on the problems faced in. this

field. The particular barriers and challenges identified

here simply represent one view of some of the-most critical

issues that must be dealt with if we are to provide the

kinda of learning opportUnities.now being demanded." These

'problem% can be perceived as barriers or challenges and

hopefully We Will confront theae barriers as challenges to

be analyzed' confronted and-solved.

Ultras!! E!.mblems

A number of serious problems exist in the area Of

attit4dOS toward sehdol library medial ;pi-ogeams and

library Media specialists. Considerable confilsion exists

regarding the roles library media specialists do or do not

perform and the roles they are capable of performing. Roles

cannot be performed And services cannot be used effectively

if they are not perceiVed accurately by potential clients or

third is a lack of acceptance of these roles by either

the indiViduals receiving the benefits of them or the
0

individuals attempting to perform them; Role conflicts of

this sort almost inevitably lead to job dissatisfaction and,

ineffective performance. This condition ultImately

effect% tha ability of a field to retain talent as well as

to recruit talent;

What field Am I in anyhow? Who am I? What.am I? Am I a



teachem like one of my CLient groUpsor am ,I ,gometiiing

unique and different? -These-questions and our inability,to

answer them satitfactorilyi ,,Oriisent a major problem in

dove:lip-ping

literature

-
the kind of role deScnibed-n this paper. The

oVerioded7with-stadiet__-__Wh*Ch :anaIyze the'

percept iontS of SthOO1 library _Media sPeci at i ist > .and programs

by various individualt includihg- Principals," ,studelits;

teachersi parefrts and library media speciariits themselves:.
. -

It is not difficult 'summarize the -con014tions reacHedi.in .

the overwhelming majority -of these studies:

Many -of the:_findings'.0f these studies- hive

negative 'connotations. In the numeroui.stUdieS
carried out in the.past_twenty.years,- a number of 0.

conclusioniare commonv_that the ,school, Iibrarian'A

perception of that role_ (SOhoollibrarianIs) differs
Significantly from .that of others in the educational.

system, that_the_school library seems to -play: only

a marginal role in the.total educational program, and

that the lOw regard,forthe school librariatiT\milittes...
against a direct- inyolvement in the instrUctional program

of the" school. (Hambleton,l982,.oi_l8-20) .

The uniqueness and particular role or function of library.J
media programs desperately meadt to be established

time.

this.

It is tragic that tHe behaviorWe commonly see is the

des0erate mAneuvering to also be perceived as a "teacher"

arid- to possess a. curricular territory inorder to increase

the odds of preserving one's job.- This 'behavior, while

understandable, is serving to further obfuscate the issue

A

rather than contribute to any clarification. The decline in

leadership positions at the district and state levels and

the organizational: and professional isolation of 'building
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level librarymedia specialists not only has contributed to

the problem but also has created a condition where the

'likelihood of constructive and effectiVe counter efforts are

signiricantly decreased.

Attitude problems also exist regarding the products of

library media programs. Considerable progress has been mate

in the scope of materiaformats which we' noW intlude in

collectiOns but the preoccupatiOn it still too much with the

idea -containers rather than with the active manipulation of

information to-fatilitate the transfer Of ideas to the minds

of learners.

The term information itself is a problem in the schools.

"Information"; as it is used in the schooIsi seems only to
.

include nonfiction or "fact bookS" and -does not inclUde

4-every forth of eicp-assion of ideas "ndlUding fiction. The

all inclusive definition which -includes all forms of

expression of_ideas is the way the tfirmis used here and

thit appears tobethe customary use of the term now in

N
.

,-,-, . _-_-

lib -:And informant zon science. (TheY'really strable" use
N....,

)

of information according to some library mod spedialititt

seems f4 eiefei.i only to the reading of "good books" which

typically refers only to literature of Acceptable merit

The development o f understanding and appreciation of .great

literature and literary exprestion is cert- ainly desirable

but it is far from being the whole information h all game.

All judgement_aside, rest of the information world is



going to play a larger and more important role in the lives

of the majority of individuals and therefore needs much more

adequate attention.

An attitude that is more understanding of clients'

infOrmation seeking behavior will be necessary sf more

clients are to be served and if students and teachers are to

develop the' higher level problem solving skills which

require more sophisticated information skillt and knowledge.

We have basically designed services in the past on the basis
.

of the philosophy "here we arei come and get it." The

objective is to provide a carefully selected collection of

materials and equipment and to provide instruction in how to

use theM. The rest as up to the client With the library

media specialist supplying to Utile assistance and support

if necessary. This concept presumes that it is possible to

,Meke clients self sufficient in their use of information and

other services and, that this knowledge- and the skills

learned will provide the basis for lifelong learning. We

have implemented organized instruction programs to develop

these skills beginning at the elementary level and

continuing through the secondary schools but most of the

evidence to date suggests that other than a hard core group

of "readert", users are neither becoMing self sufficient nor

expanding their use of libraries as they MatU e.

It is time that We-take a serious and har look at this

view of proViding information services ,and
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Twenty years ago Leonard Freiser suggested that we quit this

'nonsense and instead of forcing kids to spend =the majority

of their time searching for information with usually poor

results; we should give theM the information ,under certain

Circumstances so that they do haVe a foundation of good

inforMation to work with and and as a-i^etUlt, develop the

skills and knOWledge necessary to understandi use and

appreciate ide44 and -information sources. (Freiseri 1963)

The belief is that these skills and knowledge are'not only

more important but must precede the attempt to develop

information seeking skills if such efforts: are to be

effective. This idea would appear to suggest a very heavy

emphasis on infibt'MatiOn provision and reference services at

the elementarY level with much of the instruction at uppet"

levels, especially the middle and secondary schools. Thiii

of course, *s just the opposite of the current pattei-n and

may explain some of our ineffectiveness in the development

of higher level or even lower level locational-Skillt.

The question of the effettiVeness of this instruction is

very troubling since many of the studies seem to show that

the end result of all of this instruction produces college

students unable and disinclined to use college and

university libraide effectively. 'There are many studies in

this area and most shOWthat if the instruction is isolated

from; what is going on in the classroom and is not integrated

into the classroom instructional activities, the results are

27



dismal (BLit-26k, 1975). The really discouraging thing..

however is the fact we have known this for a long time yet

our efforts to integrate instruction have, in most cases,

been frustrated.

Concern also needs to fOcus on the content of instruction

in information-seeking and information use.
Ineffectiveness*

may also result from-inadequate or invalid content and a

number of factora suggest thal4 this maybe the case. Our

tinderstanding of infOrMation search behavior is Still very

primitivi but considerable insight and new knowledge. has

resulted frOd our recent experitrae with on-line searching.

A 'detailed'disoUtSion of this is not pertinent here', but it

is certainly critical-at this time to analyze what we have

learned and introduce this content into instruction programs

wherever appropriate. It is very apparent that the "front

end" or question 'formulation and analysis stage of any

search or query needs a.great deal Mdre.attention. Concerns

such as the folloWing must be introduced.and applied% how ,to

ask or frame questions, how to proceed to narrow or broaden

a topic, how to translate questions into a search strategy,

and hoW to hutch the strategy with the infomation mystam

(including traditional manual ones an only computerited

systems). Theis* kinds of considerations are not only

important for the development of higher level intellectual

skill* and knowledge but also intimately relate to many of

the (curricular content areas, for example, set theory in
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mathematicS and classification concepts in science. It is

high time that thit profession confront these issues and

redesign library media instruction and services in the light

of our primitive but growing understanding, of information

sookitig behavior as well as the impact of more sophisticated

technology and services. It is also clear that we need to

reconsider the concept of self sufficiency in information

seeking activities and consider the strong possibility that

At least for some activities and groups of individualSi an

information intermediary may not only be a luXury bdt a

necessity.

ERCE2DLIffl @Dd EC202Mic INURE

It would seem that if we recognize the Mied for the

deVelopment of basic and higher level intellectual skills

and that We are not satisfied with our current performance;

the logical response would be to.improve and expand the

programs necessary to accomplish what is desirable. The

current 'scene however does not represent that kind of

picturei undoubtedly'at least partially because of declining

enrollments, inflation and tax limitatien restrictions

ACCUrAte data is hard to find here but some things appear

fairly Clear. Miller and Moran did a very interesting study

of expenditures for resources in school "library media

centers in:1982-83 which reflects a disturbing picture:

LIBBIS I (1974)_raported an average per -pupil
expenditure ef.*44;ee for books and LIBGIS II
(1978) an average expenditure of *4.25_poe
pupil ft-sr books. Tha LMCs are seriously
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continuing to lose ground in the purchasing
of resourcess can be verified by comparing

those amounts with the 1982-83 mean expenditures

of $4.58 (median. $3.71)-7a modest everagw*
increase of $0.33 over a five-year period

during which juvenile book prices rose 30

percent. Media specialists purchating adult
nonfiction and reference books face even
greater increases. (Milleri 1983, p. 113)

It is also apparent- that in the area of audiovisual

materials the picture is even worse.

The very existence of a library media programs is not

universal. Mahar, (1982) using U.S. Department of EducatiOn

Statistics for 1981 concluded:

In that year (1981), three million pupils (7 percent

of the total) attended schoo7s without a library/

midiA center. This figure included a_decrease in

media centers of secondary Schools. (p. 24)

Of course the existence of a center And,the existence of a

program are two different things wisp the difference being

professional as well as support,staff; Here the picture

also thoWS a decline.

The writer conducted an: informal survey of enrollments

and placements in training programs and also queried some

library media superviSars to at some idea of the degree of

decline in positions as well as in the supply of new school

library media. specialists. The results;of this infOrmal

Survey' revealed a decline, in the number of position': from

between fiveand ten percent with district and elementary

positions 'being\'St heavily effected. .Tho-suppiy side of

the picture hoWever revealed a serious datline in

enrollments of students planning to be school 1irAi.iy media
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specialists: _ A number of the preparation programs have

folded entirely and the percent Of decline in .numerout-

programs is approaching 90 percent. Several parts of the

country which haVe not been as severely effected

economically as otherw or have shown increases in population

are already faced with shortages. Other parts of the nation

will very likely tato face thetages before long

particularly, as we move into a period of increasing

enrollments; the SO-ealled."shadow baby boOM" which is to

begin in 1983 and which is already apparent in someprimary

school enrollments.

ThiS economic and supply/deMand situation obviously

-
createS A Whole series of, probleMS for prodram development

snd improvement. It is exceedingly difficult to be

committed to achieVing excellence in A "management of

deeline" climate. It is alto especially disturbing to see

the loss of positions in the leadership ranki and at the

elementary level which is SO crucial to the early

development Of the attitudes and problem solving skill* Co

in need of impreV44446Mt and .support.

Discussions with educators involved in Preparing school

libr,in-Ay media specialists pointed out -another disturbing-

element. It appears that We are having difficulty

attracting the level of talent that we once did. This

has bean pointed out as a problem of the field of education

generally but it also appears to be occurring in the school
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library media field.- This very likely is the -inevitable-

result of an employment situation which provides

---
comparatively' IOW finehtial incentives and low status but

still attempts to maintain extemely high performance

expectations. An environment which doet not respect or

treat individuals as professionals may very we/7. be the Most

serious problem we face.

A principal who was interviewed in preparation for this

paper 'suggested that a climate of infantilism pervades

relationships of *II kinds in the schools.. The feeling that

one is not being treated as an adult and -certainly not

provided with the supporting systems and arrangement*

typically provided professionals appeari to be widespread.

This is obviously demeaning and not conduciVe to attracting

Or retaining capable people and certainly is not an

environment 'Which stimulates effectiveness no less

excellence. A similar idea was expressed to the Writer by 4

former student who was riffed from her school library media

specialist position after ten years due to cuts resulting

froM a tax limitation provision being patted in her

district. She Was the kind of person'who had always Wanted

to work with children and was very effective in her role but

when asked if she would ultimately return to a sotlool

library media positioni she said very definitely not Her

rationale for this decision reflected an awareness which was

made apparent to her when she secured amother Jab as
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librarian in a government agency. She commented that. "For

the first time in My professional career :I Was respected and

treated as a profs-S*410nel" and as a result the would not

consider being reemployed in the schools. If we are really

serious about =trying to 'improve the education Of children,

we have te'faCe-the serious issue of the status. treatMent

. and financial refOneration.of educatiOnal personnel. It

should be readily apparent that withe4t a subitantiel

psychological and economic improvement in this work

environmenti no significant improvement in the learning

environment can or will occur:

Clowning 8nd gyglusting Emmaus'

Progress in the planning and evaluating of school

library media programs has been extemely slow; it also has

been tilt* in .other kinds of library and information

environments. Some progress has been Made in teems of

developing improved approaches bUt. the frame of mind in the

field is still centered around the traditional standards

approach of Measuring ones goodness by comparing what. One

"has" rather than What one "does" to Whet is recommended in

some arbitrarily derived set of standards. Inadequate

progr641 has been made toward defining the goals and

objectives of school library Media'programs in 'terMS of

services provided to clients and Contributions made toward

aChieVing instructional and learning goals. As a result.

much of the evaluation of library media specialists which is
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currently performed is based on strictly subjective

judgements of the dSgree to which library media specialists

compare to some list of charattaristics or attributes that

may have nothing to do with the development and delivery of

an effective program of services to users..

Another problem resulting from this approach to planning

and developing library media programs is the kind of

reporting and communicating that retultt. The focus is not

on the goals and achievements of library media programs but

rather simply on the means of these programs. The result of

this kind of reporting and communicating behavior is the

reinforcement of an already exceedingly confused picture of

what the library media program is and does. A more rapid

movement toward more output and outcome oriented program

management and program communication is desperately desired

and needed.

Research must al-o focut on Identifying measurable

indicator' ofprogram quality that are related to learners

and the achieVeMent of instructional

extraordinarily ,complex problem

Considerably better than what

we will continue to evaluate

focus on

subjective

and Arai

ObjeCtives.

but Without

we currently have

using tests that

This is an

something

available;

frequently

simple and oftan irreleVant facts or extremely

judgements of people and programs which can be;

\

extemely unfair and unrelated to program

effectiveness.
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School Library media programs need to be brought into the

mainstream of library and information activity. In'spite of

'decades of idealistic and involved discussions of

cooperation and pieticipation in networking etc. we' 'have

too few examples of active participation. It is time to

look more realistically and. driticallyat what is possible

and what is really desireble! We.proSently have several

examples of extensive participation ,Df edhoollibrary media

programs in networking; such as'hiew York and Maryland.

These experiences as well other emerging cooperative

activities n4ed to be carefully evfluated to identify .Whilt

works and why It would be merciful however to the

t also to face the reelitiet of, cooperative 'and

networking efforte and move ahead with what seems feasible

and reduce thip rhetorical abuse directed at thote Who raise

serious questions.
0

gdnidi2D Qf Lilts= Mils gimiallatt

TKO training pattern for school library media specialists-
t

has been essentially different from that of most other

library and information professionals. Many individuals

have entered the field via undergraduate procWAMI'f011owing

the training pattern in most of the other teaching fields.

Some say that this is one of the reasons why school library

media specialists frequently feel like second class citizens

since their 'initial Professional training is less than in

otherAreas of libi-iikey and informations services. Another
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result may be a primary acculturation into the cold of

application CEdiidation) rather than the ipedifiC

professional field one is applying (Library and ;Information

Service): This only serves to reetifOrce the identity

problem.
.,.\. __[\ ____1_-_-

A number of recent analyses of\eduCation have Oggested &\.

.

;,...,:._ \

revamping of the Structure of teacer training. It 'hal-

frequently boon' Suggested that a 010i requirement f all

edudAt044 it a' "good basic education"u\&hd' attempt t
;

.

combine professional education with this objedtiVe at
\
Ahe

undergraduate leVel have only resulted in seriously

hampering the achievement of bath a basic,and aprofessional

education; r

This writer is very moth in sympathy with the suggestion

.

of moving professional education "to the,gradUate level So.
,'--------._
4 __,._

that both undergraduate and professional-programs can be

\

strengthened. A good.basic education moat be fundamental to
\

the preparation of all information professionali aAd
\

even

though there are theoretically many, ways to ticcomplish\thts,

the time. it ripe for a definite move in-the direction\\of

graduate level, professional training.

Another crossroad whiCh should be faced at this juncture

is the responsibility for the preparation of school library

Media specialists. There has been some confusion regarding

who is responsible. for the education of ithool library media

specialists and even who or what group has responsibility
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for accrediting these programs. "SOme;, confusion in this

regard exists in many disciplines, particularly in the

preparation of secondary teachers since there is a split of

responsibility frequently with Colleges of Education being

responsible for the instructional aspects of the-role and

the. various-acadomid departments being responsible for the

subject matter training preparation of teachers. Both of

these concerns or perspectives are iMportant and should be

respected and the particular organizational handling of the

problem left to the higher education institutiOns.

This writer balieveS that it is absolutely crucial .for

the responsibIity for the substantive or subject. matter

content of the programs to be with the various disciplines

if thi quality of these programs is to be raised and

maintained. Faculty who are at the cutting edge Of their

field should be providing the substantive input here and

that inevitably means they are in departments devoted to

their discipline. How one conceives of the function and

role of School library media specialists will also influence

how One answers the question-of who shouIdbe responsible

for what in.the educational preparation of school library

media personnel. If one conceives of this person AS a

teacher who dabbles with-media on the side, that is one kind

Of pertpeCtive,;but if the information'interMediary function

is *paraMoUtit Which is the perspective in this leper, then

one also must think differently about the discipline Of the
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School library media specialitt. The point of view being

expressad here suggests that the diacipline'of the library

. ,

media Specialist

information

is the discipline'of any library, and
.

,.except that .the particular'specialitt

application -of the

----4s--in--the_scno0I.___ Even frOM the standpoint of instructiono-

discipline or specialization in thit case

the discipline or instructional specialization of -the
:

library media specialist is library and information science

and not something elite. This is not an attempt to diminish

the importance of the application environment but simply to

clarify the role and as a result the educational preparation

,implicationi. understanding df the appliCation

inviranmenti in this Case.:educationi is obvidUsly required

bUt in. the case ,of the school library media specialist a.

thOrdUgh knowledge and skill in the design of instruction is

particularly crucial because instruction and participation

in the design and planniing of curriculum And. instruction

it an. Important part Of the role of a- library media

specialist. It is interesting to note that in many other

environments the user education function isalso,being given

much more prominence'and attention.

The issue of educational responsiblitk also relates. to

'the identity sprobleM'in that it is time for' us to come to

terms -With how we perceive ourselves, and our role. We have

had innumerable studies relating to the_rolo-and7it is time

we "take the bull by the horns.." It is time. that we accept

3$
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Jand develop the information intermediary function that we

perform and not worry aboutwhether we are a teacher or not.

Of course we perform a teaching functioni butlt shoUld be

based on our own discipline and eerated to the essential

intermediary role wears playing and need to expand and

improve.

Another current danger in relation to educational

preparation' programs is the diminished scale of the ath- 1

librarS, media component beCAUSe of incredibly re uced

enr011eints. Many of these prOgranft Were never very Strong

\ _

.but we are new losing releVant faculty positions and our

future capacity to continue these programs. The danger of

relegating these programs for token attention to Colleges of

Education or maintaining them at a token:, level in SendOls of

Lititial-y and Information Sciende should be a major concern.

this time we need the'highett legal of competence by

professionalt who have been thoroughly trained in thei

/

discipline and not somejnininal/1 evel of performance by

individuals who have only had
,

t o benefit of some

Superficial kind of preparations/ _..

.

.

J --
A nUMber of related issues should at least be mentioned.

The growing power of statoFdepartments of education in

.

accrediting or .app the training prograls for school

library media 'spec;alists: as wail as, certifying these

personnel has in some .intruded on the capacity of
t.

higher education institutint to design effective programs.
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When specific credit. and course requirements specified

it the State level for every new concern that C meS along,

it becoms4 utterly impossible for a University prograMpo

design a cohesive and integrated curriculums it is

important at this time that substahtiVe and technological

developMents as well as significant changes in fUndtiOn be

paramoUnt in a major rethinking of the competencies and

educational preparation programs for schdoI library media

vpacialit*s as will as All information professionaisi

Obviously* the focus of this attention must also. include an

analysis Of the content and effectiVe delivery of continuing

education opportunities Although there has been signifieant

impitovement in inservice and continuing education

opportunitieS for school personnel, there is considerable

room fdnpimprovement particularly in the content of these

prdgraMs if they are to be a major, vehicle for acquainting

. _
professionals with the major substantive developments in the

field:

Infttmelim 2Yit303 For

ConSidering how much research and development activi y id

currently underWay its.; the information field, if is

discouraging to see hoW little is being done to develop and

make availabIe,better and more extensive information systems

for children and youth: Data base* seem to be multiplying

like rabbits .but none seem to be addreSted=tO the learning:-
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; and information needs of children and youth. Some data

bases like the NOW York Times Inf2rmatim Rini could be rich

resources for children but they are obviously aimed at other

audienCes and the organisations marketing them are not

sensitive or interested In making any special accommodations

.

for studentS.: It would seem thato considering the number of

Schools and students in this -country; it Would be

commercially feasible to develop and market data baSet

designed to support instruction and learning in some or the

most. common curricular areas. The diVelopment of data bates

that Will facilitate children't access to ideAS by allowing

'them to interact With relevant information and ideas in a

more free and effiCient manner should be seriously

encouraged. School library Media specialists are in a

position. to identify particularly opportune areas for this

kind of development and should'bo encouraged either to pass

on the suggestions 'or to cultivate an entrepreneurial bent

if such is the inclination.

Subject access to information for chiIdren'is currently

extremely weak and in a number of ways is getting worse.

Very likely something around ma percent of the searching for

information in any school library media center is searching

by subject. Subject access for books and non print items

usually consists of three subject headings per item In the

card catalog which' would seem-to be a logical approach for a

large library'but an inadequate approach' for'a small library
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that needs to mine its collection in much greater depth

satisfy the needi of its clients. The indexing of

periodicals frequently offers the opposite kind of situation

,Where more in depth indexing may be done but the collection

may only haV* a small proportion of what is indexed leading

to a different kind of frustration. Students are also

frequently new to a topic so they need assistande in.

identifying aspects of a subject or in some cases broader

term* that would include their term. They also need to have

a little inforMation .about the items they, identify as

potentially useful Co that they can reduce their actual

physical search to items that have a .high probability of

satisfying their need. What is described hare is a small

example of an intelligent search strategy and the kind of

approaah we should be teaching itudents.. A major problem

however is that the Subject access we provide in school

library media programs make the Application of that kind of

search Strategy or any kind for that matter very difficult

and time consuming; As a result, most users don't follow

such a strategy and accept what can be found in more

efficient but less effective ways.'

The critical need har4 is for a better and very_ likely

computerized indexing system designed, to meet the needs Of

students At different school levels. What is needed is

certainly conceivable and feaaible but the intellectual work

necessary to develop such a system is not underway;
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undoubtedly because the incentives for such effort are being

directed into other areas. It is even difficult to find

individuals in the School field who are interested in this

Area no less prepared and committed to making a

contribution. More and more School processing operationi

are being discontinued in favor of commercial processing and

as a result we are moving more and more to the use of the

national schemes deviled inr adults and large librariet and

in many cases inapproriate for small libraries and children.

This situation cannot be allowed to continue and substantive

efforts directed at devising improved systems for children

and youth must be initiated.

CONCLUSIONS

The report of the National Commission on Excellencift in

Education has identified a number of critical problem areas

which must be addressed if we are to achieve our Aspirations

for excellence and if we are to equip our youth with the

skills; knowledge and inspiration nescessary to compete

successfully in a learning society and an information world.

The critical and central role of school library media

programs in this venture has been the topic of this paper

and the problems that have been identified will have to be

solved in concrete and realistic terms if *Van a modicum of

success is to be achieVed. It should be clear that library

And information programa and personnel of all types and at

all liVelS must be intimately involved if we are to' produce
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the self-directed problem solvers who are not only

information literate bUt who haVe developed the higher order

intellectual skills and attitudes regarding learning that we

all 1,6M to feel have,become the "new basieg."

Our focus must be the intellectual health, and

productivity of America and it is obvious that there is a

Serious discrepancy between our current level .of

performance- and our aspirations. This society has the

resources and the ,capability to achieve eduoational

excellence but does it have the will? The educational

community has been the whipping boy for all kinds of social

issues for too long. It is time that the first class

expectationt of education be .supported with something

significantly more that the third class support of the past

and simply more rhetoric'it not the answer. Possibly even

more qmportanti an attitude of respect and regard for the

foltering of learning and intellectUal health must be

developed in this society that compares to the respect and

stature 'given the fostering of phyli4caI health.

This shift in national priorities must be combined with'a

direct attack on the problems area identified in this

paper. In additioni national informal oh policy discussions

cannot continue to. ignore children and youth. Teachers must

be information .-liti-Wata if kids are to be information

literate and they must be able to capitalize on the

information resources and services available to them. We
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lust be able to recruit and keep a high level of talent.

The 4mplications here for teacher training as well as the

preparation of 'library media specialistt are readily

imparent;

It is inevitable that thit kind of analysis ratites more

question* than answers but this particular field has as many

questions or probably more'than most particularly as

result of the information revolution. Consequently,

research and development must receive.a high priority in the

`beatitude of efforts that should be initiated. The highest

priority however should be the improvement of the e=onomic

and psychological environment for Aucational personnel

including library And information personnel of all kinds so

that the talent and COMMitment that we already haye can be

retained and actively nourished als(well as replenished with

'

.

.

a high level of competence. Hopefully these papers and

seminars Will contribute to the raising of the. national

conciousness and the mobilization.of the national will that

Will be necessary to achieve the- educatienal excellence we

tee as a national and individual necessity And challenge.

P-f
4
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